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In this paper we study algebraic and asymptotic properties of orthogonal polyno
mials with respect to an inner product in the linear space If" of complex polynomials
defined by

<P(z), Q(z) = cP.(P(z), Q(z)) +;. -1r(a) Q'(a),

where CPu is a regular and Hermitian form, i. E IR\ {O}, and lal = 1. Major emphasis
is given to the positive definite case. 1: 1994 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of inner products of Sobolev type with respect to a finite and
positive Borel measure supported on a bounded or unbounded interval and
the corresponding sequences of orthogonal polynomials has been
developed during recent years.

After the pioneering paper by Koekoek [10], the contributions by
several members of the Delft group (Bavinck and Meijer, among others)
deal with some classical weight functions (essentially those corresponding
to Laguerre and Gegenbauer polynomials) which are modified by addition
the derivatives at the endpoints of the interval of orthogonality.
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Marcellim and Ronveaux [13] analyze the question in a more general
situation. They consider inner products of the form

<f, g) = f/(X) g(x) w(x) dx + Mf(r)(c) g(rl(c), (I)

where w is a weight function on the interval I, ME IR +, C E IR, and r EN.

The basic tool is the symmetry of the multiplication operator H defined in
the linear space IP of complex polynomials by (Hp)(x) = (X-C),+I p(x).
As a simple consequence, a recurrence relation can be deduced for the
sequence of orthogonal polynomials with respect to (I).

An alternative and fruitful method involving matrix techniques is
developed by Meijer [15] in a recent paper for r = 1. The author presents
a natural extension of the Laguerre case and the location of zeros of
orthogonal polynomials in terms of the position of point c with respect to
the support of the measure is given. More recently, a more detailed analysis
appears in [2] for inner products of the form

<f, g) = f f(x) g(x) dJ1(x) + Mf(c) g(c) + Nf'(c) g'(c). (II)
I

Moreover, an analysis of relative asymptotic properties for sequences of
orthogonal polynomials of Sobolev type when the measure J1 belongs to the
Nevai class has been presented in [14].

In this paper we deal with the consideration of inner products of Sobolev
type on the unit circle T. Given a finite and positive Borel measure J1 on
T, we consider the following inner product on the linear space IP

<P(z), Q(z) = fT P(z) Q(z) dJ1 +). -I plkl(a) Q(k)(a),

where AE IR\ {O} and a E T. This situation corresponds to a Sobolev inner
product

with J1k a singular measure on the unit circle whose support is {a}. In
[3,4], we have analyzed the case k = 0, taking into account the fact that
the moment matrix is Toeplitz and positive definite.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we consider a
regular linear functional u which is Hermitian on the linear space of
Laurent polynomials A. Next we define a Hermitian form <, ) such that

<P(z), Q(z) >= u (P(Z) QG)) + A-Ip'(a) Q'(a), (III)
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where ), E IR\ {O} and a E T. In Theorem 2.2, a necessary and sufficient con
dition for the existence of a sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials
with respect to (III) is given. In these conditions, an algebraic relation
between the corresponding sequences of monic orthogonal polynomials for
u and <, ) is obtained (Theorem 2.3). As a consequence, a connection with
some polynomial modifications of the linear functional u is presented
(Theorem 2.5). Then, the concept of para-orthogonality [9] plays a very
important role (Theorem 2.7). In Section 3 we analyze the situation when
u is a positive definite linear functional. Then, we can consider orthonormal
polynomials and some useful results appear. In Section 4, we obtain some
relative asymptotic properties in the direction pointed out in [14] for
bounded intervals and measures belonging to the Nevai class. Our main
result (Theorem 4.3) holds for 11' > O.

2. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES

Let A = span {Zk} kE Z be the space of Laurent polynomials. We denote by
IP = span {Zk } kEN the space of polynomials with complex coefficients. Let
u: A -+ tC be a Hermitian linear functional, that is, u(zn) = u(z n) for all
n~O.

DEFINITION 2.1. A linear functional defined as above is called regular
(resp. positive definite) if the principal submatrices (Uj-;);~O,.n.j~o... n=
(u(zj-;»i~O,.,n,j~O.,nof the moment matrix are nonsingular (resp. positive
definite ).

Consider the bilinear form qJu defined by q>u(P(z), Q(z» = u(P(z) Q(1/z»
where P(z), Q(Z)EIP'. For ).EIR\{O} and aEtC with lal=l, we define the
following Hermitian bilinear form:

<P(z), Q(z» = q>u(P(z), Q(z» +.Ie -Irea) Q'(a).

The Gram matrix associated to <, ) with respect to the canonical basis
{zn }nEN is not Toeplitz. Also we say that a bilinear Hermitian form is
regular if the Gram matrix associated to the form has nonsingular principal
submatrices. Taking into account previous definitions, we have

THEOREM 2.2. If u is a regular functional then

<, ) is regular<:>.Ie + K~l,-?(a, a) #- 0 (n ~ I),

where K~l'?(a,a)=L;::t' [¢;(aWlej , {¢n(Z)tEN is the monic orthogonal
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polynomial sequence (MOPS) related to u and ej = u(tPj(z) tPj( liz)). Further
more, if {l/Jn(z)}nEl'\J is the MOPS related to <, ) then

,I, ( ) _ J. ( ) _ tP~(a) K(o.I)()
'l'n z -'I'n z 1+KI1,IJ( ) n-I z,a,

A n-I a,a
(1 ),

(0 ~j~n -1).

where K~O,-?(z, a) = L;':-i tPj(z) tPj(a)!ej .

Proof (= ) Assume <, ) is regular and let {1jJ n(z)} nEN be the COrre
sponding MOPS, that is, <l/tn(Z), IjJ m(Z) = an bm " with a" # 0, Under these
conditions IjJn(Z) = tPn(z) + L;:~ bnjtPj(z) where

b= ((Ju(ljJn(z), tPj(z») -2 -ll/t~(a)~

"J ((Ju(tPj(z), tPiz) ej

Then IjJ n(z) = tPn(z) - 2 -11jJ~(a) K~o, ,/(z, a),
On the other hand, if we take derivatives in this expression and

we evaluate at z=a we get 1jJ~(a)[2+K~L,-?(a,a)]=2tP~(a), Now

<1jJ,,(z), tP,,(z) = ((Ju(tPn(z), tPn(z)) + 2 -lljJ~(a) tP~(a), that is,

e;; I <ljJn(z), tP,,(z) = 1 +e;;L ).-Il/t~(a) tP~(a),

and since 2 = 2 + Kl/' I)(a, a) #0, then

- I<,I, ( ) ,J, ( » 1 -I 1 - 1.1.' ( ) --;;:;--() 1 - 1 ItP; (a We l 'l'IZ,'I'IZ = +e l A '1'1 a '1'1 a = +e l 1 K(I,I)( )
A+ ° a, a

).+K\I, I)(a, a)

= 2 + KI-/' I)(a, a)'

From the regularity of <, ) it follows that

and therefore ). + K \I, I )(a, a) # O. In a similar way, by induction we obtain
the result.

(<=) If 2+K~1'\)(a,a)#0 for all n~l, we define a sequence of
monic polynomials {1jJ n(z)} nEN as

,I, () ,J, ( ) tP~(a) K(O' 1)( )
'I'"Z ='I'n z -A+K~I~?(a,a) n-I z,a.

It holds that <IjJ n(z), tPm(z) = 0 for m < nand

'r/nE N.
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Indeed, for m < n

<l/J n(z), 1Jm(z) = qJu( l/Jn(z), 1Jm(z)) + }, - ll/J~(a) 1J'",(a)

=_ 1J~(a)~ _A-lrP~(a)~A=O
}. + K~I~\)(a, a) A+ K~I~\)(a, a)

On the other hand,

= qJu(1Jn(z), 1Jn(z)) + A+ K~I~?(a, a)

A+ K(I, I)(a a)
= e n , #0

n A+ K~I~?(a, a)

<l/J n(z), rPn(z» = qJu( l/J n(z), rPn(z)) + A- Il/J~(a) rP~(a)

IrP~(aW

from the hypothesis. I

THEOREM 2.3. If {rPn(z)}nel\<' {l/Jn(z)}nel\< are, respectively, the MOPS
related to u and <, ), then

(Z - a)2l/Jn(z) = ql, n(z) rP:(z) + q2, n(z) rPn(z), (2)

where

x ([(n-l)a1Jn(a)-1J~(a)] (z-a)-1Jn(a))

2 -I a1J~(a)
q2,n(Z)=(z-a) +en A+K~l~?(a,a)

x ([a 1Jn(a) -1J~(a)](z - a) + a21Jn(a)).

Proof From the Christoffel-Darboux formula [1; 5, p. 196, (1.21); 8,
p. 10, (8.1); 12],

K ( ,)- -I [1J:(z)rP:(y)-1JlI(z)1Jn(Y)] (3)
n- 1 Z,} - en (1) ,-zy

if we set Y = a and since lal = 1, we get

K
lI

_
l
(z, a) = ae;; 1 [1Jn(z) 1Jn(a) -1J:(z) 1J:(a)].

z-a

640i7Ril·1O
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(Recall that the: operator is defined by P*(z)=znP(l/z) for PElPn and
the kernel Kn_l(z, y) is defined by Kn_l(z, y) = L;:d rPj(z) rPj(y)/ej ). In
the same way, by taking derivatives with respect to z in (3) and evaluating
at z = a we obtain

K(I,O)( )_ -I (- [tP:(a) tP:(y)-tPn(a) tPn(Y)]
n-l a,y -en y (l-ay)2

-- --
+ [tP:'(a) tP:(y) - tP~(a) tPn(Y)]).

(1 - ay)

Taking conjugates,

holds where

'I, n(z) = (a tP~(a) - a2tPn(a)) z - a2
tP~(a)

t 1, n(z) = (a 2rPn*(a) - a tP:'(a» z + a2tPn*'(a ).

Therefore, by substituting these expressions in (1) and taking into account
that tP:(a) = (a)n tPn(a) and tPn*'(a) =na(tP:(a)- an-I,p~(a)/n) [17J, (2)
follows. I

If we apply to (2) the:+ 2 operator we obtain

(z- a)2l/J:(z) = a2qt, n(z) z,pn(z) + a2qtn(z) ,p:(z),

and so, using Cramer's rule,

l
(z-a)2l/Jn(Z) ql,n(Z) I

tP (z)= (z-afl/J:(z) a
2
q{n(z)

n I q2,n(Z) Ql,n(Z) I
a2zQt n(z) a2qL(z)

Therefore, the denominator can be written as

Consequently, we have

and in the same way
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If we assume that the linear functionals UI = (z - a)(l/z - a) U and
U2 = (z - a)2 (l/z - a)2 U are regular [6J, it is possible to give an alternative
representation for expression (2). If we denote by {¢'~)(Z)}nE:\1 and
{¢'~)(Z)}nEN the MOPS related to UI and U2 respectively, then the following
is well-known:

THEOREM 2.4.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

where

j

K(O,I)(Z a) K(o")(a a)1
n-l' n-l'

K '
) ( )= 1 Kn_,(z,a) Kn_l(a,a),

n 2 z, a () )'- K n_ I a, a (z - a

1 IKl1.1)(a a) K(O")(a a)!
K l) ( )= n-I' n-I',

n - 2 a, a (I 0) ,
Kn_,(a,a) Kn~,(a,a) Kn_1(a,a)

and

Proof See [6, and 7]. I

By using the identities of the previous theorem and taking into account
that in the regular case i,bn(a) # 0 'tin, with lal = 1 [11 J,

( ) 2,,-2) ()_( ),,-1) () i,b~)_I(a) ( )K1) ( )
Z - a 'I' n_ 2 Z - Z - a 'I' n_ I Z - K I) ( ) Z - a n_ 2 z, a

n- 2 a, a

=(z-a),,-l) (z)- ¢>~~I(a) K(O,I)(Z a)
'l'n-I KI) ( ) n-l ,

n-2 a, a

i,b~)- I(a) K~O~?(a, a) K n_I(Z, a) i,bn(a)

+ K~)_2(a,a)i,bn(a)Kn_l(a,a)

=(z-a)"-II (z)- ¢>~)_I(a) K(O.I)(", a)
'I' n - I K I) ( ) n - I ""'

n- 2 a, a

,,-II ( ) K(O' 1)( )

+ '1' n- I a n- I a, a [A ("') _ ( _ ) AI) ( )J,
I) ( ) A ) X 'l'n "" Z a 'I'n- I ZK n- 2 a, a 'l'n(a
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From this
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or equivalently

K(O,l)(Z )=K~O,-?(a,a)(rP ( )+( K~)_2(a,a)rPn(a) -1)
n-l ,a rPn(a) n Z rP~)_l(a) K~O,-?(a, a)

I) K~)_2(a, a) rPn(a)
x(z-a)rPn_l(z)- ./,1) ()K(O,l)( )

'I' n- I a n_ I a, a

x(z-afrP~)_2(Z)). (4)

Therefore from (1) follows

THEOREM 2.5.

where

Proof By Substituting the expression (4) into (1), we obtain that
t{!(z) is a linear convex combination of rPn(z), (z - a) rP~)_l(Z) and
(z-a)2 rP~)_2(Z). I

Equation (5) depends on three families of orthogonal polynomials which
are closely connected by standard polynomial transformations. This result
is the analog of a result which has been obtained in [2] for the real case.
In that situation the position of the mass point with respect to the support
of the measure played a central role.
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LEMMA 2.6.

'riPE IP n - 3 = span {Zk/O ~k ~n - 3}.

Proof

qJuJt/J n(z), zP(z» = U 1 ( t/J n(z) ~ p G))= u((z - a)( l/z - ii) t/J n(z) ~ p G))
= u( (1- a/z)(l/z - ii) t/JAz) PG))
= au (t/Jn(Z)(ii - l/z)(l/z - ii) PG))
= -au (t/J A Z)(1/Z-ii)2 p(D)
= -aqJu(t/Jn(z), (z-a)2 P(z»)

= -a<t/Jn(z), (z-af P(z) =0 'riPE IP n - 3 · I

THEOREM 2.7. With the above notations,

(6)

holds where

ift~(a)

-iftn+I(O)iftn-I(O)en+ A+K~l~?(a,a)

x (aift~_l(a) - tP~- da) tPAO) tPn_I(O) - en-I tP~-2(a)).
en _ 2

Proof From

IP n= L [ift ~)(z)] EX> IP n_ I = L [tP ~)(z), ift ~)_ 1(z)] EX> IPn- 2

= L[ift~l(z), tP~)_I(Z)] E!1L[ift~)_*2(Z)] E!1zlP n _ 3 ,
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by using the previous lemma, (6) follows. The coefficients may be com
puted as follows: Multiplying (6) by z - a, from Theorem 2.4(i) we get

Then, if we apply the functional u

holds. In accordance with (1),

(z - a) ljJ ,,(z) = rP" + I (z ) - rP II + 1(0) rP: (z) - arP"(z )

rP~(a) (rP~- I(a) "+ )
-;, (I I) Z .•••

.+ K " ~ I (a, a) e" - 1

Therefore, substituting in (8) we get

-- rP~(a)rP~_I(a)e" rP"+l(a)~
-rP,,+l(O)rP,,(O)e,,-ae"-(l+KCI,I)( » =- K( ) +M"e"

1'0 " _ I a, a e" _ I II a, a

and M" can be deduced inmediately.
In the same way, if we multiply by rP" _ 1 (l/z) in (7) and apply u, we

have

u (Z- a) ljJ,,(z) ¢J"-l (~)) = _ rP,,+ I(a) rP,,_I(a) M"rP" (a) rP,,_I(a)
z K,,(a, a) K,,_I(a, a)

+N"e"_1 ¢J"-2(O),

On the other hand, if we compute the left-hand side of the above expres
sion using (1) and the recurrence relation [16, p. 11] we get
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with

If we identify both expressions,

!fi~(a)

= -!fin+I(O)en!fin-I(O)+ A.+K~l~?(a,a)

x (a !fi~_I(a)+ !fiAO) !fin-I(O) !fi~_I(a) - en-I !fi~-zCa»).
en -2

If tPn_ 2(0) # 0 we deduce Nn from the above expression. If tPn_ 2(0) = 0 then
!fin-2(Z)=ZtPn-3(Z) and therefore we can multiply in (7) by tPn-2 (1/z) and
the method may be iterated.

Next, if we take into account the Szeg6 recurrence relation [5, 12]

ell
-/,1) * (z) = -!!..::...!. -/,1) * (z) + -/,1) (0) -/,1) (z)'I'n-I I) 'I'n-2 'I'n-I 'I'n-I

en - 2

and substitute in the above expression (6), we obtain

THEOREM 2.8.

(9)
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where

Proof
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I)

SI,n(z)=z+MlI-Nn e~)_2 tP~)_I(O)
en - 1

I)

So,"(Z)=tP~)(O)+Nne~)2,
e,,_1

[)

1jJ1I(Z) = tP~)(z) + M"tP~)_l(Z) + N" e~)_2
en - 1

X (tP~)_*](Z)-tP~)_I(O) tP~)_,(Z»)

=(Z+Mn-N" e7:-2tP~)_,(O»)tP~)_I(Z)
e"_1

+(tP~)(O)+N"e7:-2)tP~)_*I(Z)' I
en _ 1

Remark, This result improves the previous one obtained in this paper
since there are only two essential parameters. Nevertheless the price is the
use of the family {tP~(Z)}"EN instead of {tP,,(Z)}nEN' Moreover, a recur
rence relation in a proper sense as is verified for MOPS on the unit circle
(see [8]) can be given,

THEOREM 2.9. The sequence {1jJ n(z)}" EN satisfies the three-term recur
rence relation

W(Z, 2) IjJ n+ I (z) + Y(z, 3) IjJn(z) + Z(z, 4) IjJ n_ I (z) = 0,

where the coefficients are polynomials of degrees oW(z, 2) ~ 2, oY(z, 3) ~ 3,
and oZ(z, 4) ~ 4,

Proof Consider the system

1jJ" - I (z) = SI, n_ [(z) tP~)- 2(Z) + So,,, _I(Z) tP~)-*2(z)

1jJ,,(z) = (S[,Az) + SO,lI(z) tP~)_[(O» ZtP~)_2(Z)

+ (S [, ,,(z) ¢J ~)_ 1(0) + So, ,,(z)) tP~)-~2 (z)

IjJ n+ [(z) = (SI,,, + [(z) + So,,, + I(Z) tP~)(O)) ztP~J_ I(Z)

+ (SI. n+ I (z) tP~)(O) + So, n+ I (z» tP~)-*] (z)

= ((SI,,,+ I(Z) + So,,, + I(Z) tP~)(O» Z2
-:-;--;------,----

+ (SI, n+ I(Z) tP~)(O)+ SO,n+ ](z)) tP~)_I(O) z) tP~J_2(Z)

+ ((S], n+ ,(z) + So,,, + I (z) tP~)(O» tP~)-1 (0) Z

+ (S",,+ I(Z) tP~)(O) + So,,,+ [(z») tP~)_*2(Z),
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If we denote by
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T1,n(Z) =SI, n(Z) + So, n(Z) ~~)_ 1(0),

VI, n(Z) = SI, n(Z) ~~)_I(O) + So, n(Z),

then

iJT1,n(z) = 1,

iJVI,n(z) ~ 1,

I/In-l(Z)

1/1n(z)

I/In+ I(Z)

Sl,n_I(Z)

T1,n(z) Z

T1,n+ I(Z) Z2 + V1,n+ 1t/J~)_I(O) Z

SO,n_I(Z)

V1.n(z) =0
Tl.n+I(Z)t/J~)_l(O)Z+V1,n+l(Z)

follows. Therefore,

!/In+ I(Z)(SI,n_I(Z) V1,n(z) - T l,n(z) SO,n_1(Z) z)

-!/In(Z)(Sl.n-l(Z) T 1,n+l(Z) ¢J~)_1(0) Z + Sl,n-l(Z) V1,n+ l(Z)

- So, n_1(Z) TI,n+ I(Z) Z2_ SO,n-l(Z) Vl.n+ I(Z) ~~~ 1(0) Z)

+ !/In-l(z)(Tl jz) TI,n+ I(Z) ¢J~)_I(O) Z2 + T l,n(z) V1,n+ I(Z) Z

- VI,n(Z) T l.n+ I(Z)Z2- V1.n(Z) VI,n+I(Z)¢J~)_I(O)Z)=O,

or equivalently W(z, 2) !/In+I(Z)+ Y(z, 3) !/In(z)+Z(z, 4)ljIn_I(Z)=O. I

3. THE POSITIVE DEFINITE CASE

If u is a positive definite functional, according to Theorem 2.2, the form
<, >is positive definite if and only if

),+K~l,I)(a,a»O

A+ K~I:...?(a, a)

for all n ~ 1. The functional induced by the Lebesgue normalized measure,
defined by u(zn) = c5 no Vn E Z, belongs to this case. For such a measure
according to (1), the following expression for the new orthogonal polyno
mials is obtained:

n nanL..;::llj(ziW n 6nanL..;::lj(zil)i
ljIn(z)=z - A+L..;::iJ2 Z -6A+(n-l)n(2n-l)

6n n-I(n_j)zn- j

= zn - 6A + (n - 1) n(2n - 1) j~l il j .

We remark that !/JAO) = 0 Vn ~ 1 but there are no general results about the
roots of!/Jn(z), Indeed: if we consider !/J2(z)=z(z-2/(A+l)il», its roots
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are Z1 = 0 and Z2 = 2/«A + 1) a). Thus, if A> 1 or A< - 3 then IZ21 < 1, if
A= 1 or A= -3 then IZ21 = 1, and for -3 < A< 1 it holds IZ2/ > 1. Besides,
if we denote by En = <I/In(z), I/IAz), from the proof of Theorem 2.2

En=en+ 1 K(l.l)( )'
I\, + n-l a, a

2n 3 + 3n2 + n + 6A
and therefore E - -,---,:--~,----

n - 2n 3 _ 3n 2 +n + 6A .

Returning now to the general situation, if we denote by {CPn(z) te Nand
{If'n(Z)}neN the sequences of orthonormal polynomials (OPS) related to U

and <, ) respectively, then

THEOREM 3.1.

for j = 0, ..., n - 1,

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

I (en)112 cp~(a)
If'n(a) =), En A+ K~l~?(a, ar

(ii) It is clear that If'n(z) = L~=o akqJk(z) with

aj=u( If'n(Z)CPjG))= -A~llf'~(a)cp;(a)

and

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13 )

(14)

(15 )
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from which

If we take derivatives in this expression and evaluate at z = a we get

Substituting (16) in the above expression (ii) holds.

(iii) From the proof of Theorem 2.2 we obtain

A+ K~I.I)(a, a)

E" = e" A+ K~I~?(a, a)'
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(16)

and (iii) follows. Besides, it is straightforward that 0 < e"IE" ~ 1 for A. > O.

(iv) Also from the proof of Theorem 2.2 we get

en = E" - A-It/J~(a) t,6~(a).

Using orthonormal polynomials,

( )
1/2 (E )1/2

~: = e: -A-I'I'~(a)<p~(a)

holds. This implies that

e (e )1/2 _
E:=1- E: ).-I'I'~(a)<p~(a). (17)

If we substitute this expression in (15) and (16) we deduce iv).

(v) Since u('I'n(z) 'I'n (lIz») = LZ~o lakl 2 then <'I',,(z), 'I',,(z)
A- 11'l'~(aW= (e,,1En) +A- 2 I'I'~(aW Lj,:-d l<pj(aW, that is, 1-A-I I'I'~(aW
= (en IE,,) + A-21 P'~(aW K~l~?(a, a), from which we conclude (v). I

4. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES FOR ORTHONORMAL POLYNOMIALS

Since u is a positive definite functional recall that there exists a finite
positive Borel measure J1 on the unit circle T such that

u (P(Z) QG)) =LP(z) Q(z) dJ1(z) (see [8J).
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Let dv(z)=lz-aI 2 d/1(z). Denote by {q>n(z;v)}"Ef'\I the OPS related to v
and by {Kn(z, y; V)}"E f'\I the corresponding sequence of kernels. Recall that
([7J)

(
q>n(a) )

X q>,,(z) - () x Kn_l(z, a) , (18)
K n _ 1 a, a

where (Kn-I (a, a)/Kn(a, a) )1/2 can be written as (1 + (I q>n(a )1 2
/ K n- 1(a, a))) -1/2.

(ii) (z-a) (y-a) Kn_l(z, y; v)

= Kn(z, y) - Kn(y, a) (Kn(a, a)) -I Kn(z, a). (19)

THEOREM 4.1. If the measure J1 is such that {tPn(O)} ~O then

1· 1q>~(aW 0
1m (1,1)( )=.
n~w K n _ 1 a, a

(20)

Proof From relations (18) and (19), if we take derivatives in (18) and
evaluate at z = a it follows that

In a similar way, if we take derivatives with respect to z in (19), evaluating
in z = a and taking complex conjugates we obtain

(y-a)K (y a·v)=K(O.l)(y a)- K,,(y,a) K(o.I)(a a)
n-l , , n , Kn{a,a) n ,.

Again, if we take derivatives with respect to y in the last expression and
evaluate at "a" we get

and K n_ 1(a, a; v) ~ K~I.I)(a, a) holds. If we denote by Cn= (l + \q>n(aW/
Kn _ 1(a, a))-I, we deduce from (21) and the above inequality:

(22)
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On the other hand,
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(23)

1

'() <p,,(a) K(I,O)()I 1
<p"a- K ( ) ,,_Ia,a (K(I,I)( »1/2

" - 1 a, a " _ 1 a, a

>- 1<p~(a)1 1<p,,(a)IIK~l,O/(a, a)1
c;-- (K~l,-?(a, a»1/2 K"_l(a, a)(K~l,-I/(a,a»1/2'

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, IK~l,-°t'(a,aW~K~I,-?(a,a)

x K"_l(a, a) holds. Therefore,

°~ 1<p,,(a)IIK~I,-~)(a, a)1 ~ 1<p,,(a)IIK~l,-~)(a, a)1
"" K" I(a, a)(K~l,-\l(a, a»I/2 "" (K"_l(a, a»1/2IK~I,-°t'(a,a)1

_ 1<p,,(a)1
- (K,,_I(a, a»1/2'

Since {¢,,(0j} ...... 0 and lal=l recall that lim,,_oo 1<p,,(aW/K"_I(a,a)=O,
and so we get, as an immediate consequence of the previous relation, that

Similarly from (22),

r I
,,:~ (K~I,-?(a, a»1/2

xl<p'(a)- <p,,(a) K(I,O)(a a)l=o
" K,,_I(a,a) ,,-1' ,

(24)

(25)

taking into account that limn _ oo C,,= 1 and limn _ oo /<p,,_I(a, vW/
K n _ 2(a, a; v)=O. Therefore, the result in (20) follows immediately from
(23) taking into account (24) and (25). I

COROLLARY 4.2. If the measure J1 is such that {¢,,(O)} ...... °and A> 0,
then the following result holds:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

lim P~(a) <p~(a) = 0,
n _ ,y~

lim P~(a) = 0,
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Proof (i) Since
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we deduce

lim lo/~(aW = 0
n~ 00 2 + K~I, I)(a, a)

and thus, (12) implies the result.

(ii) and (iii) Both results follow from (17) and (14), respectively, if
we apply (i).

(iv) By using relation (13) if we take into account that

and limn ~ 00 en ~ 0, then the result follows. I

THEOREM 4.3. Suppose Il is a measure such that {q)n(O)} ~ 0 and 2> O.
Then

uniformly for Izi > r > 1.

Proof Relation (10) implies that

lJIn(z) = (2)1/2 (1 _ o/~(a) K~o.:..?(z, a) )
o/n(z) En (2 + K~I.:..?(a, a)) o/n(z) .

From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that

Therefore

o~ (2)1/2 Io/~(a) K~o.:..?(z, a)1
"En 12 + K~I.:..?(a, a)1 lo/n(z)1

~ (2)1/2 lo/~(a)1 (K~.:..?(a, a))1/2 (Kn_ 1(z, Z))1/2

" En 12 + K~'.:..?(a, a)llo/n(z)1

~ (2)1/2 Icp~(a)1 (Kn- 1(z, Z))1/2
"En (K~I~?(a, a))I/2 ICPn(z)!'
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Kn_l{z, Z)

\CPn{zW

/cp:(zW-/<Pn{z)/2

(1-lzI 2
) \CPn(zW

1

then Kn_l(z, z)/ICPn(zW is bounded for Izi > 1. On the other hand we have

By using these two last results we obtain that

(
e )1/2 m'(a)K(O,I)(z a)

lim""'!!- 't'n (Il)n-I , =0
n~oo En (A+Kn~l(a,a»CPn(z)

and the result follows, I
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